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DRAFT EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT LEGISLATIVE RESOLUTION

on the proposal for a Council decision establishing provisional measures in the area of 
international protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece
(COM(2015)0286 – C8-0156/2015 – 2015/0125(NLE))

(Consultation)

The European Parliament,

– having regard to the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(2015)0286),

– having regard to Article 78(3) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, 
pursuant to which the Council consulted Parliament (C8-0156/2015),

– having regard to the letter of the Committee on Budgets,

– having regard to Rule 59 of its Rules of Procedure,

– having regard to the report of the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home 
Affairs (A8-0245/2015),

1. Approves the Commission proposal as amended;

2. Approves its statement annexed to this resolution;

3. Calls on the Commission to alter its proposal accordingly, in accordance with Article 
293(2) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union;

4. Calls on the Council to notify Parliament if it intends to depart from the text approved 
by Parliament;

5. Asks the Council to consult Parliament again if it intends to substantially amend the 
Commission proposal;

6. Instructs its President to forward its position to the Council and the Commission.

Amendment 1

Proposal for a decision
Citation 3 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Having regard to the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of the European 
Union, in particular Chapter I and 
Articles 18 and 19 thereof,
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Amendment 2

Proposal for a decision
Recital 2 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(2a) In line with Article 78(3) and Article 
80 of the Treaty, the solidarity measures 
envisaged in this Decision are binding.

Amendment 3

Proposal for a decision
Recital 4 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(4a) The temporary measures for 
emergency relocation are only one part of 
the holistic approach to migration as 
outlined in the Commission’s 
communication of 13 May 2015 entitled, 
‘A European Agenda on Migration’ and 
the forthcoming own-initiative report by 
the European Parliament. The European 
Parliament stresses that all dimensions of 
the holistic approach are important and 
should be advanced in parallel. At its 
meeting of 25 and 26 June, the European 
Council agreed, in particular, in the light 
of the current emergency situation and of 
the commitment to reinforce solidarity 
and responsibility, on the temporary and 
exceptional relocation over two years 
from Italy and Greece to other Member 
States of 40 000 persons in clear need of 
international protection. Member States 
should agree on binding quota for the 
distribution of such persons.
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Amendment 4

Proposal for a decision
Recital 5

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(5) In its resolution of 28 April 2015, the 
European Parliament reiterated the need for 
the Union to base its response to the latest 
tragedies in the Mediterranean on solidarity 
and fair sharing of responsibility and to 
step up its efforts in this area towards 
Member States which receive the highest 
number of refugees and applicants for 
international protection in either absolute 
or proportional terms.

(5) In its resolution of 28 April 2015, the 
European Parliament reiterated the need for 
the Union to base its response to the latest 
tragedies in the Mediterranean on solidarity 
and fair sharing of responsibility and to 
step up its efforts in this area towards 
Member States which receive the highest 
number of refugees and applicants for 
international protection in either absolute 
or proportional terms on the basis of the 
criteria for establishing the Member State 
responsible for examining an application 
for international protection in accordance 
with Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the 
European Parliament and of the 
Council1a. The European Parliament 
called for binding quota for the 
distribution of asylum seekers among all 
the Member States.

______________
1a Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council 
of 26 June 2013 establishing the criteria 
and mechanisms for determining the 
Member State responsible for examining 
an application for international protection 
lodged in one of the Member States by a 
third-country national or a stateless 
person (recast) (OJ L 180, 29.6.2013, p. 
31).

Amendment 5

Proposal for a decision
Recital 7
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Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(7) Among the Member States witnessing 
situations of particular pressure and in light 
of the recent tragic events in the 
Mediterranean, Italy and Greece in 
particular have experienced unprecedented 
flows of migrants, including applicants for 
international protection who are in clear 
need of international protection, arriving 
on their territories, generating a significant 
pressure on their migration and asylum 
systems.

(7) Among the Member States witnessing 
situations of particular pressure and in light 
of the recent tragic events in the 
Mediterranean, Italy and Greece in 
particular have experienced unprecedented 
flows of migrants, including applicants for 
international protection who are in clear 
need of international protection, arriving 
on their territories, generating a significant 
pressure on their migration and asylum 
systems, thus indicating the negative 
impact of Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 
for the first country of entry into the 
Union, which regrettably has not yet led 
to the suspension of that regulation or at 
least the removal of the reference to the 
first country of entry into the Union. 
However, other Member States within the 
Union are also experiencing large 
increases in the number asylum seekers 
they receive. 

Amendment 6

Proposal for a decision
Recital 7 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(7a) The expert forecast shows an 
increased migratory pressure in the short- 
and mid-term on the external maritime 
and land borders of the Union.

Amendment 7

Proposal for a decision
Recital 8

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(8) According to data of the European (8) According to data of the European 
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Agency for the Management of 
Operational Cooperation at the External 
Borders (Frontex), the Central and Eastern 
Mediterranean route were the main areas 
for irregular border crossing into the Union 
in 2014. In 2014, more than 170 000 
migrants arrived in Italy alone in an 
irregular manner, representing an increase 
of 277% compared to 2013. A steady 
increase was also witnessed by Greece 
with more than 50 000 irregular migrants 
reaching the country, representing an 
increase of 153% compared to 2013. 
Statistics for the first months of 2015 
confirm this clear trend in respect of Italy. 
In addition, Greece has faced in the first 
months of 2015 a sharp increase in the 
number of irregular border crossings, 
corresponding to more than 50% of the 
total number of irregular border crossings 
in 2014 (almost 28 000 in the first four 
months of 2015 in comparison to a total 
number of almost 55 000 in 2014). A 
significant proportion of the total number 
of irregular migrants detected in these two 
regions included migrants of nationalities 
which, based on the Eurostat data, meet a 
high Union level recognition rate (in 2014, 
the Syrians and the Eritreans, for which the 
Union recognition rate is more than 75%, 
represented more than 40% of the irregular 
migrants in Italy and more than 50% of 
them in Greece). According to Eurostat, 30 
505 Syrians were found to be irregularly 
present in Greece in 2014 compared to 8 
220 in 2013.

Agency for the Management of 
Operational Cooperation at the External 
Borders (Frontex), the Central and Eastern 
Mediterranean route were the main areas 
for irregular border crossing into the Union 
in 2014. In 2014, more than 170 000 
migrants arrived in Italy alone in an 
irregular manner, representing an increase 
of 277% compared to 2013, including 
more than 26 100 children, of whom 
around 13 000 were unaccompanied 
minors, representing 7,6% of the total 
migrants. A steady increase was also 
witnessed by Greece with more than 50 
000 irregular migrants reaching the 
country, representing an increase of 153% 
compared to 2013. Statistics for the first 
months of 2015 confirm this clear trend in 
respect of Italy. From January to June 
2015, Italy witnessed a 5 % increase of 
irregular border crossings as compared to 
the same period in the previous year. In 
addition, Greece has faced in the first 
months of 2015 a sharp increase in the 
number of irregular border crossings, 
corresponding to a more than six-fold 
increase in comparison with the same 
period in the previous year and an 
increase of nearly 140% compared to the 
previous year as a whole (76 293 from 
January to June 2015, according to 
Frontex data, in comparison to a total 
number of almost 55 000 in 2014). A 
significant proportion of the total number 
of irregular migrants detected in these two 
regions included migrants of nationalities 
which, based on the Eurostat data, meet a 
high Union level recognition rate (in 2014, 
the Syrians and the Eritreans, for which the 
Union recognition rate is more than 75%, 
represented more than 40% of the irregular 
migrants in Italy and more than 50% of 
them in Greece; from January to June 
2015 Syrians and Eritreans represented 
30 % of arrivals to Italy and nearly 60 % 
to Greece). According to Eurostat, 30 505 
Syrians were found to be irregularly 
present in Greece in 2014 compared to 8 
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220 in 2013.

Amendment 8

Proposal for a decision
Recital 10

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(10) According to Frontex data, another 
important migration route into the Union in 
2014 was the Western Balkan route with 
43 357 irregular border crossings. 
However, the majority of migrants using 
the Balkan route are not prima facie in 
need of international protection, with 51% 
of the arrivals being made up only of 
Kosovars.

(10) According to Frontex data, another 
important migration route into the Union in 
2014 was the Western Balkan route with 
43.357 irregular border crossings. The 
number of irregular border crossings has 
increased dramatically in 2015. From 
January to June 2015, 67 444 migrants 
and refugees used the route through the 
borders of Turkey with Greece and 
Bulgaria and the land borders of 
Hungary. This amounts to an increase of 
962 % compared to the same period in the 
previous year. The route is now 
increasingly also used  by persons fleeing 
war and persecution. From January to 
June 2015, 17 955 refugees from 
Afghanistan, 13 225 refugees from Syria, 
3 021 refugees from Iraq and 196 
refugees from Eritrea entered the Union 
via this route. 

Amendment 9

Proposal for a decision
Recital 13 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(13a) There should be a rapid and full 
transposition and effective 
implementation of the Common European 
Asylum System by all participating 
Member States, thereby ensuring common 
Union standards, including reception 
conditions for asylum seekers and respect 
for fundamental rights, as provided for in 
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existing Union law.

Amendment 10

Proposal for a decision
Recital 15

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(15) If a Member State other than Italy or 
Greece should be confronted with a similar 
emergency situation characterised by a 
sudden inflow of nationals of third 
countries, the Council, on a proposal from 
the Commission, and after consulting the 
European Parliament, may adopt 
provisional measures for the benefit of the 
Member State concerned, in line with 
Article 78(3) of the Treaty. Such measures 
may include, where appropriate, a 
suspension of the obligations of that 
Member State provided for in this 
Decision.

(15) Taking into account the ongoing 
instability and conflicts in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the Union and the 
changing nature of migratory flows, if a 
Member State other than Italy or Greece 
should be confronted with a similar 
emergency situation characterised by a 
sudden inflow of nationals of third 
countries, the Council, on a proposal from 
the Commission, and after consulting the 
European Parliament, may adopt 
provisional measures for the benefit of the 
Member State concerned, in line with 
Article 78(3) of the Treaty. Such measures 
may include, where appropriate, a 
suspension of the obligations of that 
Member State provided for in this 
Decision.

Amendment 11

Proposal for a decision
Recital 17

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(17) The measures foreseen in this 
Decision entail a temporary derogation 
from the criterion laid down in Article 
13(1) of Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of 
the European Parliament and of the 
Council1 and the procedural steps, 
including the time limits, laid down in 
Articles 21, 22 and 29 of that Regulation.

(17) The measures foreseen in this 
Decision entail a temporary derogation 
from the criterion laid down in Article 
13(1) of Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 and 
the procedural steps, including the time 
limits, laid down in Articles 21, 22 and 29 
of that Regulation. Relocation measures 
should not prevent Member States from 
making full use of Regulation (EU) No 
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604/2013, including a proactive and 
efficient use of all criteria, such as family 
reunification, special protection of 
unaccompanied minors, and the 
discretionary clause on humanitarian 
grounds. 

____________________ ____________________
1 Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council 
of 26 June 2013 establishing the criteria 
and mechanisms for determining the 
Member State responsible for examining 
an application for international protection 
lodged in one of the Member States by a 
third-country national or a stateless 
person (OJ L 180, 29.6.2013, p.31).

Amendment 12

Proposal for a decision
Recital 18

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(18) A choice had to be made in respect of 
the criteria to be applied when deciding 
which and how many applicants are to be 
relocated from Italy and Greece. A clear 
and workable system is envisaged based on 
a threshold of the average rate at Union 
level of decisions granting international 
protection in the procedures at first 
instance as defined by Eurostat out of the 
total number at Union level of decisions on 
asylum applications for international 
protection taken at first instance, based on 
the latest available statistics. On the one 
hand, this threshold would have to ensure, 
to the maximum extent possible, that all 
applicants who are most likely in need of 
international protection would be in a 
position to fully and swiftly enjoy their 
protection rights in the Member State of 
relocation. On the other hand, it would 
prevent, to the maximum extent possible, 
applicants who are likely to receive a 

(18) A choice had to be made in respect of 
the criteria to be applied when deciding 
which and how many applicants are to be 
relocated from Italy and Greece. A clear 
and workable system is envisaged based on 
a threshold of the average rate at Union 
level of decisions granting international 
protection in the procedures at first 
instance as defined by Eurostat out of the 
total number at Union level of decisions on 
asylum applications for international 
protection taken at first instance, based on 
the latest available statistics. On the one 
hand, this threshold would have to ensure, 
to the maximum extent possible, that all 
applicants who are most likely in need of 
international protection would be in a 
position to fully and swiftly enjoy their 
protection rights in the Member State of 
relocation. On the other hand, it would 
prevent, to the maximum extent possible, 
applicants who are likely to receive a 
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negative decision to their application from 
being relocated to another Member State 
and therefore prolong unduly their stay in 
the Union. Based on Eurostat data for 2014 
first instance decisions, a threshold of 75%, 
which corresponds in that year to decisions 
on applications for Syrians and Eritreans, 
should be used in this Decision.

negative decision to their application from 
being relocated to another Member State 
and therefore prolong unduly their stay in 
the Union. Based on Eurostat data for 2014 
first instance decisions, a threshold of 75%, 
which corresponds in that year to decisions 
on applications for Syrians and Eritreans, 
should be used in this Decision. In order to 
to take into account the changing nature 
of migratory flows, the targeted group of 
beneficiaries for relocation should be 
assessed on a quarterly basis.

Amendment 13

Proposal for a decision
Recital 19

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(19) The provisional measures are intended 
to relieve the significant asylum pressure 
from Italy and Greece, in particular by 
relocating an important number of 
applicants in clear need of international 
protection who have arrived in the territory 
of Italy and Greece following the date on 
which this Decision becomes applicable. 
Based on the overall number of third-
country nationals who have entered 
irregularly Italy and Greece in 2014 and 
the number of those who are in clear need 
of international protection, a total of 40 
000 applicants in clear need of 
international protection should be relocated 
from Italy and Greece. This number 
corresponds to approximately 40% of the 
total number of third country nationals in 
clear need of international protection who 
have entered irregularly in Italy and Greece 
in 2014. Thus, the relocation measure 
proposed in this Decision constitutes fair 
burden sharing between Italy and Greece 
on the one hand and the other Member 
States on the other hand. Based on the 
same overall available figures in 2014 and 
in the first four months of 2015 in Italy 

(19) The provisional emergency measures 
are intended to set up a fair and equitable 
relocation mechanism, to relieve the 
significant asylum pressure from Italy and 
Greece, in particular by relocating an 
important number of applicants in clear 
need of international protection who have 
arrived in the territory of Italy and Greece 
following the date on which this Decision 
becomes applicable. Based on the overall 
number of third-country nationals who 
have entered irregularly Italy and Greece in 
2014 and the number of those who are in 
clear need of international protection, a 
total of 40 000 applicants in clear need of 
international protection should be relocated 
from Italy and Greece. This number 
corresponds to approximately 40% of the 
total number of third country nationals in 
clear need of international protection who 
have entered irregularly in Italy and Greece 
in 2014. Thus, the relocation measure 
proposed in this Decision constitutes fair 
sharing of responsibility between Italy and 
Greece on the one hand and the other 
Member States on the other hand. Based on 
the same overall available figures in 2014 
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compared to Greece, 60% of these 
applicants should be relocated from Italy 
and 40% from Greece.

and in the first four months of 2015 in Italy 
compared to Greece, 60% of these 
applicants should be relocated from Italy 
and 40% from Greece. Within six months 
after the date of entry into force of this 
Decision, the Commission should evaluate 
the share of persons to be relocated from 
Italy and Greece, based on latest available 
data, with a view to adapting it to 
changing refugee flows. The emergency 
relocation mechanism is not a solution to 
the long-term challenge of asylum 
pressure on the external borders of the 
Union, but, rather, a test case with a view 
to the upcoming legislative proposal on a 
permanent emergency relocation scheme 
based on Article 78(2) TFEU and is 
therefore initially restricted to a total of 
40 000 applicants. However, a further 
increase of relocation places should be 
considered, if necessary, to adapt to 
rapidly changing refugee flows and trends 
in the course of the application of this 
Decision. Any proposal for a permanent 
emergency relocation mechanism must be 
based on a more substantial contribution 
to solidarity and responsibility-sharing 
among Member States, including a 
significant increase in the number of 
available relocation places to adapt to 
rapidly changing migratory flows and 
trends. It should be built on clearly 
defined criteria, including on sudden 
inflow of nationals of third countries and 
exceptional asylum pressure, allowing for 
its triggering on the basis of transparent 
and objective indicators.

Amendment 14

Proposal for a decision
Recital 20 a (new)
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Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(20a) When drafting the permanent 
mechanism for relocation under Article 
78(2) of the Treaty, the Commission 
should include the territory of a Member 
State as a criterion for determining the 
distribution key of migrants.

Amendment 15

Proposal for a decision
Recital 21

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

The Asylum, Migration and Integration 
Fund (AMIF) set up by Regulation (EU) 
No 516/2014 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council1 provides support to 
burden-sharing operations agreed between 
Member States and is open to new policy 
developments in that field. Article 7(2) of 
Regulation (EU) No 516/2014 foresees the 
possibility for Member States to implement 
actions related to the transfer of applicants 
for international protection as part of their 
national programmes, while Article 18 of 
Regulation (EU) No 516/2014 foresees the 
possibility of a lump sum of EUR 6 000 for 
the transfer of beneficiaries of international 
protection from another Member State. 

(21) The Asylum, Migration and 
Integration Fund (AMIF) set up by 
Regulation (EU) No 516/2014 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council1 

provides support to the fair sharing of 
responsibility operations agreed between 
Member States and is open to new policy 
developments in that field. Article 7(2) of 
Regulation (EU) No 516/2014 foresees the 
possibility for Member States to implement 
actions related to the transfer of applicants 
for international protection as part of their 
national programmes, while Article 18 of 
Regulation (EU) No 516/2014 foresees the 
possibility of a lump sum of EUR 6 000 for 
the transfer of beneficiaries of international 
protection from another Member State

______________ ___________________
1 Regulation (EU) No 516/2014 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 
16 April 2014 establishing the Asylum, 
Migration and Integration Fund, amending 
Council Decision 2008/381/EC and 
repealing Decisions No 573/2007/EC and 
No 575/2007/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council and Council 
Decision 2007/435/EC (OJ L 150, 
20.5.2014, p.168).

1 Regulation (EU) No 516/2014 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 
16 April 2014 establishing the Asylum, 
Migration and Integration Fund, amending 
Council Decision 2008/381/EC and 
repealing Decisions No 573/2007/EC and 
No 575/2007/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council and Council 
Decision 2007/435/EC (OJ L 150, 
20.5.2014, p.168).
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Amendment 16

Proposal for a decision
Recital 21 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(21a) The Commission should control the 
spending of the sum of EUR 6 000 for the 
relocation of each applicant.

Amendment 17

Proposal for a decision
Recital 25

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(25) When deciding which applicants in 
clear need of international protection 
should be relocated from Italy and Greece, 
priority should be given to vulnerable 
applicants within the meaning of Article 22 
of Directive 2013/33/EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council10. In this 
respect, special needs of applicants, 
including health, should be of primary 
concern. The best interests of the child 
should always be a primary consideration.

(25) When deciding which applicants in 
clear need of international protection 
should be relocated from Italy and Greece, 
priority should be given to vulnerable 
applicants, - and among those, special 
attention should be given to 
unaccompanied minors - within the 
meaning of Articles 21 and 22 of Directive 
2013/33/EU of the European Parliament 
and of the Council10. In order to take into 
account the specific situation of 
vulnerable persons, Member States are 
required under Directive 2013/33/EU and 
Directive 2013/32/EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council1a to 
conduct an individual evaluation of the 
vulnerabilities of individuals in terms of 
their special reception and procedural 
needs. Therefore, Member States must 
take active steps to assess the individual 
needs of asylum seekers and cannot rely 
solely on their self-identification to 
effectively guarantee their rights under 
Union law. In this respect, special needs of 
applicants, including health, should be of 
primary concern. The best interests of the 
child should always be a primary 
consideration in all procedures put in 
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place following this Decision and the key 
principles established in judgment of the 
Court of Justice of 6 June 2013 in Case 
C-648/111b should never be put at stake.

______________ ___________________
10 Directive 2013/33/EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 
2013 laying down standards for the 
reception of applicants for international 
protection (recast) (OJ L 180, 29.6.2013, 
p.96).

10 Directive 2013/33/EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 
2013 laying down standards for the 
reception of applicants for international 
protection (recast) (OJ L 180, 29.6.2013, 
p.96).
1a Directive 2013/32/EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 
2013 on common procedures for granting 
and withdrawing international protection 
(recast) (OJ L 180, 29.6.2013, p. 60).
1b Judgment of the Court of Justice of 6 
June 2013, The Queen, on the application 
of: MA, BT, DA v Secretary of State for 
the Home Department, C-648/11, 
ECLI:EU:C:2013:367. 

Amendment 18

Proposal for a decision
Recital 26

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(26) In addition, in order to decide which 
specific Member State should be the 
Member State of relocation, specific 
account should be given to the specific 
qualifications of the applicants concerned 
which could facilitate their integration into 
the Member State of relocation, such as 
their language skills. In the case of 
particularly vulnerable applicants, 
consideration should be given to the 
capacity of the Member State of relocation 
to provide adequate support to those 

(26) In addition, in order to decide which 
specific Member State should be the 
Member State of relocation, specific 
account should be given to the preferences 
and specific qualifications of the applicants 
concerned which could facilitate their 
integration into the Member State of 
relocation, such as their language skills, 
family ties beyond the definition of family 
members in Regulation (EU) No 
604/2013, social relations, cultural ties, 
previous stay in a Member State, previous 
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applicants. study and previous work experience with 
a company or an organisation of a 
specific Member State as well as specific 
qualifications that could be relevant for 
the integration of applicants into the 
labour market of the Member State of 
relocation. Member States should 
therefore facilitate the effective 
recognition of diplomas, qualifications 
and skills of applicants. In addition, 
Member States may inform applicants of 
their labour market opportunities. In the 
case of particularly vulnerable applicants, 
consideration should be given to the 
capacity of the Member State of relocation 
to provide adequate support to those 
applicants. While applicants do not have a 
right to choose the Member State of their 
relocation, their needs, preferences and 
specific qualification should be taken into 
account to the extent possible. 

Amendment 19

Proposal for a decision
Recital 26 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(26a) Based on the lessons learned from 
the pilot project on relocation from Malta 
(EUREMA), expectations and preferences 
should be taken into account to the extent 
possible. As an initial step, applicants 
should be given the opportunity to express 
their preferences. They should rank 
Member States by order of preference and 
support their preferences by elements 
such as family ties, social ties and cultural 
ties such as language skills, previous stay, 
previous studies and previous work 
experience. This should take place in the 
course of the initial processing. As a 
second step, the respective Member States 
should be informed about the applicants’ 
preferences. They should then be given 
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the opportunity to indicate their 
preferences for applicants among those 
applicants who had expressed their 
preference for the Member State 
concerned. Member States should support 
their preferences by aspects such as 
family, social and cultural ties. Liaison 
officers appointed by Member States 
could facilitate the procedure by 
conducting interviews with the respective 
applicants. Applicants should also have 
the opportunity to consult other actors 
such as non-governmental organisations, 
the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR) and the 
International Organization for Migration 
(IOM). Finally, Italy and Greece, with the 
assistance of EASO, should take a 
decision to relocate each of the applicants 
to a specific Member State by taking the 
preferences into account to the extent 
possible. The UNHCR should be 
consulted on their best practices 
developed in resettlement including on the 
management of preferences and specific 
qualifications.

Amendment 20

Proposal for a decision
Recital 26 b (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(26b) The principle of non-discrimination 
laid down in Article 10 of the Treaty 
should be fully respected during the whole 
relocation procedure. Discrimination on 
grounds of sex, age, ethnicity, disabilities 
and religion is a clear infringement of the 
Treaty.
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Amendment 21

Proposal for a decision
Recital 28

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(28) The legal and procedural safeguards 
set out in Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 
remain applicable in respect of applicants 
covered by this Decision. In addition, 
applicants should be informed of the 
relocation procedure set out in this 
Decision and notified with the relocation 
decision. Considering that an applicant 
does not have the right under EU law to 
choose the Member State responsible for 
his/her application, the applicant, should 
have the right to an effective remedy 
against the relocation decision in line with 
Regulation (EU) No 604/2013, only in 
view of ensuring respect of his/her 
fundamental rights.

(28) The legal and procedural safeguards 
set out in Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 
remain applicable in respect of applicants 
covered by this Decision. In addition, 
applicants should be informed of the 
relocation procedure set out in this 
Decision and notified with the relocation 
decision. The applicant should have the 
right to an effective remedy against the 
relocation decision in line with Regulation 
(EU) No 604/2013 and Article 47 of the 
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union.

Amendment 22

Proposal for a decision
Recital 30

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(30) Measures should be taken in order to 
avoid secondary movements of relocated 
persons from the Member State of 
relocation to other Member States. In 
particular, applicants should be informed 
of the consequences of onward movement 
within the Member States and of the fact 
that, if the Member State of relocation 
grants them international protection, in 
principle, they are only entitled to the 
rights attached to international protection 
in that Member State.

(30) Measures should be taken in order to 
avoid secondary movements of relocated 
persons from the Member State of 
relocation to other Member States. Taking 
the preferences of applicants, including 
family ties beyond the provisions 
regarding family in Regulation (EU) No 
604/2013, social and cultural ties, as 
much as possible into account is a 
straightforward measure for applicants to 
develop a sense of belonging to the 
Member State of relocation. Applicants 
should be provided with all necessary 
information, in a language they 
understand or are reasonably supposed to 
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understand, about their destination and, 
where their preference cannot be fully 
taken into account, of the reasons for this. 
To further avoid secondary movements, 
applicants should be informed of the 
consequences of onward movement within 
the Member States as provided for in 
Article 4 of Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 
and of the fact that, if the Member State of 
relocation grants them international 
protection, in principle, they are only 
entitled to the rights attached to 
international protection in that Member 
State. 

Amendment 23

Proposal for a decision
Recital 30 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(30a) Consent of applicants or 
beneficiaries of international protection to 
relocation is an established principle in 
Union secondary law, enshrined in Article 
7(2) of Regulation (EU) No 516/2014 and, 
by analogy, in Article 5 of Regulation 
(EU) No 439/2010 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council1a and in 
Article 17(2) of Regulation (EU) No 
604/2013, whereas on the basis of Article 
78(3) TFEU, derogations from Union law 
are possible under very restricted 
conditions. The effective implementation 
of the emergency relocation mechanism 
needs to be ensured, whereas consent is of 
particular importance to prevent 
secondary movement and should 
therefore, in principle, be required before 
relocation. Where a person does not  
consent, he or she should not, in 
principle, be relocated, but another person 
should be offered that opportunity.
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_________
1a Regulation (EU) No 439/2010 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council 
of 19 May 2010 establishing a European 
Asylum Support Office (OJ L 132, 
29.5.2010, p. 11).

Amendment 24

Proposal for a decision
Article 1

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

This Decision establishes provisional 
measures in the area of international 
protection for the benefit of Italy and 
Greece in view of enabling them to cope 
with an emergency situation characterised 
by a sudden inflow of nationals of third 
countries in those Member States.

This Decision establishes binding 
provisional emergency measures in the 
area of international protection for the 
benefit of Italy and Greece in view of 
enabling them to cope with an emergency 
situation characterised by a sudden inflow 
of nationals of third countries or stateless 
persons in those Member States.

Amendment 25

Proposal for a decision
Article 2 – paragraph 1 – point b

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(b) ‘applicant’ means a third-country 
national or a stateless person who has made 
an application for international protection 
in respect of which a final decision has not 
yet been taken;

(b) ‘applicant’ means a third-country 
national or a stateless person who has made 
an application for international protection 
in respect of which a final decision has not 
yet been taken as referred to in Article 2(i) 
of Directive 2011/95/EU; 

Amendment 26

Proposal for a decision
Article 2 – paragraph 1 – point d
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Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(d) ‘family members’ means family 
members as defined in point (g) of Article 
2 of Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council;

(d) 'close relatives' means the spouse, 
children, parents, persons exercising 
parental authority, grandparents and 
grandchildren;

(Horizontal amendment. If adopted, 
applies throughout the text.)

Justification

The definition of 'close relative' is wider than the one of 'family members' according to the 
Article 2 of Regulation 604/2013 and therefore more appropriate.

Amendment 27

Proposal for a decision
Article 2 – paragraph 1 – point f a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(fa) ‘preference’ means the preference 
expressed by an applicant for a certain 
Member State or the preference expressed 
by a Member State for a certain applicant 
supported by elements such as family ties 
beyond the definition of family members 
in point (d), social ties such as ties to 
ethnic and cultural communities, and 
cultural ties to the preferred Member 
State such as language skills, former stay 
in a Member State or former study or 
work relations with companies or 
organisations of that Member State. 

Justification

Neither do applicants have a right to choose their preferred Member States nor do Member 
States have the right to choose their preferred applicants. But their preferences should be 
taken into account to the extent possible.
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Amendment 28

Proposal for a decision
Article 3 – paragraph 2 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2a. Given the changing nature of 
migratory flows, the targeted group of 
beneficiaries for relocation should be 
assessed on a quarterly basis.

Amendment 29

Proposal for a decision
Article 4

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

-1. In order to relieve the significant 
asylum pressure from Italy and Greece, 
but also to act as an important test case 
with a view to the upcoming legislative 
proposal on a permanent emergency 
relocation scheme based on Article 78(2) 
TFEU, an initial total of 40 000 
applicants shall be relocated from Italy 
and Greece. A further increase shall be 
considered, if necessary, to adapt to 
rapidly changing refugee flows and trends 
in the course of the application of this 
Decision.

1. 24 000 applicants shall be relocated 
from Italy to the territory of the other 
Member States as set out in Annex I.

1. Initially, 24 000 applicants shall be 
relocated from Italy to the territory of the 
other Member States as set out in Annex I.

2. 16 000 applicants shall be relocated 
from Greece to the territory of the other 
Member States as set out in Annex II.

2. Initially 16 000 applicants shall be 
relocated from Greece to the territory of 
the other Member States as set out in 
Annex II.

2a. By [six months after the entry into 
force of this Decision] the Commission 
shall evaluate the respective share of 
persons to be relocated from Italy and 
Greece with a view to adapting it to 
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changing refugee flows, on basis of the 
latest available Frontex data.

Amendment 30

Proposal for a decision
Article 4 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Article 4a
Consent

The consent of the applicant to his or her 
relocation should, in principle, be 
required.

Amendment 31

Proposal for a decision
Article 5 – paragraph 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2. Italy and Greece shall, at regular 
intervals during the period of application of 
this Decision, with the assistance of EASO 
and, where applicable, of Member States' 
liaison officers referred to in paragraph 8, 
identify the individual applicants to be 
relocated to the other Member States and 
communicate to the contact points of those 
Member States and to EASO the number of 
applicants that can be relocated. Priority 
shall be given for that purpose to 
vulnerable applicants within the meaning 
of Article 22 of Directive 2013/33/EU.

2. Italy and Greece shall, at regular 
intervals during the period of application of 
this Decision, with the assistance of EASO 
and other relevant agencies, identify the 
individual applicants to be relocated to the 
other Member States and communicate to 
the contact points of those Member States 
and to EASO the number of applicants that 
can be relocated. Priority shall be given for 
that purpose to vulnerable applicants 
within the meaning of Articles 21 and 22 
of Directive 2013/33/EU, and particular 
attention should be given to 
unaccompanied minors.

Justification

The role of liaison officers is specified in Article 3b new. Rather than sending liaison officers 
for identifying applicants for relocation by individual Member States, Member States should 
provide national experts to EASO to assist Italy and Greece in the relocation measures in a 
coordinated manner (see Article 7).
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Amendment 32

Proposal for a decision
Article 5 – paragraph 3

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

3. As soon as possible after receiving the 
information referred to in paragraph 2, 
Member States shall indicate the number of 
applicants who can be relocated 
immediately to their territory and any other 
relevant information, within the numbers 
set out in Annex I and Annex II 
respectively.

3. As soon as possible after receiving the 
information referred to in paragraph 2, 
Member States shall provide information 
about the available capacity for reception 
of migrants and indicate the number of 
applicants who can be relocated 
immediately to their territory and any other 
relevant information, within the numbers 
set out in Annex I and Annex II 
respectively.

Amendment 33

Proposal for a decision
Article 5 – paragraph 3 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

3a. Italy and Greece shall, with the 
assistance of EASO, provide applicants 
with information, in a language that they 
understand or are reasonably supposed to 
understand, about the Member States 
involved in the emergency relocation. 
Applicants shall also have access to 
information provided by other actors such 
as non-governmental organisations, the 
UNHCR and IOM. During the initial 
processing applicants shall be asked to 
rank Member States by order of 
preferences and to support their 
preference.
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Amendment 34

Proposal for a decision
Article 5 – paragraph 5

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

5. Applicants whose fingerprints are 
required to be taken pursuant to the 
obligations set out in Article 9 of 
Regulation (EU) No 603/2013 may only be 
relocated if their fingerprints have been 
taken.

5. Applicants whose fingerprints are 
required to be taken and transmitted 
pursuant to the obligations set out in 
Article 9 of Regulation (EU) No 603/2013 
may only be relocated if their fingerprints 
have been taken, in full respect of their 
fundamental rights.

Amendment 35

Proposal for a decision
Article 5 – paragraph 8

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

8. For the implementation of all aspects of 
the relocation procedure described in this 
Article Member States may decide to send 
to Italy and Greece liaison officers.

deleted

Justification

The role of liaison officers is specified in Article 3b new. Rather than sending liaison officers 
for identifying applicants for relocation by individual Member States, Member States should 
provide national experts to EASO to assist Italy and Greece in the relocation measures in a 
coordinated manner (see Article 7).

Amendment 36

Proposal for a decision
Article 6 – paragraph 4

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

4. When the decision to relocate an 
applicant has been taken and before the 
actual relocation, Italy and Greece shall 

4. When the decision to relocate an 
applicant has been taken and before the 
actual relocation, Italy and Greece, with 
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notify the person concerned of the decision 
to relocate him in writing. That decision 
shall specify the Member State of 
relocation.

the assistance of EASO and other actors 
such as liaison officers, if available, shall 
inform the person concerned of the 
Member State of relocation in a 
comprehensive manner and in a language 
that the applicant understands or is 
reasonably supposed to understand or, if 
the applicant’s preferences are not taken 
into account, of the reasons for that 
decision. Italy and Greece shall also 
notify the person concerned of the decision 
to relocate him in writing. That decision 
shall specify the Member State of 
relocation.

Justification

The UNHCR Resettlement Handbook (Ch.7.10) states: “Refugees should have as much 
information as possible of what awaits them upon arrival in the resettlement country. Their 
active participation in the integration process will determine their future.” The same lessons 
were drawn from EUREMA. One of the core reasons why the project failed was the lack of 
knowledge of migrants of their Member State of relocation.

Amendment 37

Proposal for a decision
Article 7 – paragraph 1 – point b

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(b) the initial processing of the 
applications;

(b) the initial processing of the 
applications, including the identification 
of vulnerabilities and preferences, for the 
purpose of identifying potential applicants 
for relocation and the screening of 
applicants, including their clear 
identification, fingerprinting and 
registration of the applications for 
international protection;

Amendment 38

Proposal for a decision
Article 7 – paragraph 1 –point d
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Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(d) the implementation of the transfer of 
the applicants to the Member State of 
relocation.

(d) the implementation of the transfer of 
the applicants to the Member State of 
relocation. The transfer costs to the 
Member State of relocation should not be 
an additional burden to Greece and Italy.

Justification

The purpose of the Council decision is to allow for an economic relief for Greece and Italy. 
Therefore asking them to taken upon themselves these additional costs is contradictory to the 
decision. 

Amendment 39

Proposal for a decision
Article 8 – paragraph 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2. If Italy or Greece does not comply with 
the obligation referred to in paragraph 1, 
the Commission may decide to suspend 
this Decision with regard to that Member 
State for a period of up to three months. 
The Commission may decide once to 
extend such suspension for a further period 
of up to three months.

2. If Italy or Greece does not comply with 
the obligation referred to in paragraph 1, 
the Commission may decide, having given 
the Member State concerned the 
opportunity to present its views, to suspend 
this Decision with regard to that Member 
State for a period of up to three months. 
The Commission may decide once to 
extend such suspension for a further period 
of up to three months.

Amendment 40

Proposal for a decision
Article 9

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

In the event of an emergency situation 
characterised by a sudden inflow of 
nationals of third countries in a Member 
State of relocation, the Council, on a 
proposal from the Commission and after 

In the event of an emergency situation 
characterised by a sudden inflow of 
nationals of third countries in a Member 
State of relocation, the Council, on a 
proposal from the Commission and after 
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consulting the European Parliament, may 
adopt provisional measures for the benefit 
of the Member State concerned, pursuant 
to Article 78(3) of the Treaty. Such 
measures may include, where appropriate, 
a suspension of the obligations of that 
Member State provided for in this 
Decision.

consulting the European Parliament, may 
adopt provisional measures for the benefit 
of the Member State concerned, pursuant 
to Article 78(3) of the Treaty. Such 
measures may in addition include, where 
appropriate, a suspension of the obligations 
of that Member State provided for in this 
Decision.

Amendment 41

Proposal for a decision
Article 11

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Italy and Greece shall report to the Council 
and the Commission on the implementation 
of this Decision, including on the roadmaps 
referred to in Article 8, every three months.

Italy and Greece shall report to the Council 
and the Commission on the implementation 
and the proper use of the funds received 
in the framework of this Decision, 
including on the roadmaps referred to in 
Article 8, every three months.

Amendment 42

Proposal for a decision
Article 11 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Article 11a
Evaluation

By July 2016 the Commission shall 
submit to the European Parliament and to 
the Council a mid-term evaluation on the 
application of this Decision and, where 
appropriate, shall propose the necessary 
recommendations for a permanent 
relocation mechanism, including in 
perspective of the announced Dublin 
fitness check. 
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By…* the Commission shall submit to the 
European Parliament and to the Council 
a final evaluation report on the 
application of this Decision.
Member States shall submit to the 
Commission all information appropriate 
for the preparation of that report in due 
time.
____________
* OJ: please insert the date: 30 months 
after the date of entry into force of this 
Decision.

Amendment 43

Proposal for a decision
Annex II a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Amendment Amendment

Annex IIa
The Relocation Procedure

Procedure as envisaged in the Commission proposal; additional procedural steps inserted 
by the European Parliament are  underlined

1 – Initial processing of persons seeking 
international protection 
- Identification of persons for which 
another Member State is (or should be) 
responsible under the Dublin Regulation
→ Dublin transfers
- Identification of vulnerable applicants
- Identification of family members for 
joint relocation
- Identification of the preferences of 
applicants for certain Member States
↓
2 – Selection of applicants for relocation
- Italy/Greece determine the applicants to 
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be relocated.
- They inform Member States of the 
number of places needed as well as of the 
preferences of the applicants
↓

3 – Involvement of Member States
- Member States inform Italy/Greece of 
the number of available relocation places
- Liaison officers can conduct interviews 
with applicants who expressed a 
preference for their Member State
- Member States indicate their preferences 
for applicants
↓
4 – Relocation decision
- Italy/Greece decide which applicant is to 
be relocated to which Member State by 
taking the preferences of applicants and 
Member States into account
↓

5 – Information and consent
- Applicants are informed 
comprehensively about their Member 
State of relocation 
- In principle, applicants give their 
consent to be relocated to that Member 
State
↓
6 – Transfer
Transfer of applicants to the Member 
State of relocation within one month
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ANNEX: STATEMENT BY THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

The European Parliament, in light of the need to adopt immediate measures for the benefit of 
Member States confronted with an emergency situation characterised by a sudden inflow of 
nationals of third countries, has agreed to the legal basis of Article 78(3) TFEU as proposed 
by Commission for the Council Decision establishing provisional measures in the area of 
international protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece. Nevertheless, the European 
Parliament can accept Article 78 (3) TFEU as a legal basis only as an emergency measure, 
which will be followed by a proper legislative proposal to structurally deal with any future 
emergency situations. It insists that Article 78 (2) TFEU requiring the ordinary legislative 
procedure for measures for determining which Member State is responsible for considering an 
application for international protection jointly with Article 80, second sentence TFEU giving 
in its provisions effect to the principle of solidarity as expressed in Article 80, first sentence, 
is the correct legal basis. The European Parliament further underlines the fact that the 
adoption of this Decision is strictly without prejudice to the range of legal bases available to 
the co-legislator in the future, in particular with regard to Article 78 jointly with Article 80 
TFEU. The European Parliament urges the Commission to table a legislative proposal on a 
permanent relocation scheme based on Article 78(2) and Article 80 by the end of 2015, as 
announced by the Commission in its European Agenda on Migration. The European 
Parliament reserves its right to prepare a legislative own-initiative report in case the 
Commission does not come forward with such a legislative proposal in due time. 
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

In the biggest catastrophe in the Mediterranean Sea after the Second World War, more than 
800 people died on their way to Europe on 18 April 2015. They had survived war, persecution 
and mistreatment – and lost their lives on the doorsteps of Europe. At the time of writing this 
report, Italy is recovering the bodies. The death of so many people, 1867 in the first six 
months of 2015 alone, and the plight of many more putting their lives at risk in the 
Mediterranean has drastically revealed that Europe needs to boost its joint efforts to prevent 
further catastrophes and to effectively respond to the refugee crisis by upholding its duty to 
protect those in need. 

No Member State can effectively deal with the refugee crisis alone. The European Parliament, 
in its Resolution of 28 April 2015, stressed that the EU must base its response to the tragedies 
in the Mediterranean on solidarity and fair sharing of responsibilities, in particular with those 
Member States which receive the highest numbers of refugees. The Parliament called for 
binding quota for the distribution of asylum seekers among all Member States. 

The principle of solidarity is also at the heart of the European Commission's strategic 
response to the crisis in the Mediterranean, the Agenda on Migration. The Agenda is based on 
the insight that "we need a new, more European approach” to migration. As a first step to put 
the solidarity principle into practice, the Commission proposed an emergency relocation 
measure for the distribution of 40.000 persons in clear need of international protection from 
Italy and Greece to other Member States. 

The rapporteur whole-heartedly shares the view that all Member States need to stand together 
to address the challenges of migration. The emergency relocation proposal is a limited but 
important step in this respect. Greece and Italy are under intolerable pressure. If they do not 
receive adequate support, irregular onward movement of refugees and migrants is likely to 
continue on a significant scale. This puts at risk one of the core achievements of the EU, the 
freedom of movement within the Schengen area. The rapporteur therefore fully supports the 
proposal of the Commission for a binding relocation measure including a binding distribution 
key for the distribution of refugees among Member States, based on the principle of solidarity 
and responsibility sharing.
 
In addition, the rapporteur suggests strengthening the solidarity principle by increasing the 
number of refugees to be relocated. The Commission based its proposal for relocating 40.000 
refugees on the number of refugees arriving in Europe in 2014 - disregarding that the numbers 
have dramatically increased since then. With 68 000 refugees and migrants arriving in Greece 
alone since the beginning of 2015, Greece witnesses an unprecedented six-fold increase of 
arrivals compared to the same period last year. The majority are Syrians. By far most of them 
arrive on the Greek islands where reception facilities for asylum seekers are often completely 
lacking. People have to sleep on the streets or in emergency accommodation under extremely 
poor conditions. One in five Syrian refugees does not even have regular access to a toilet. 
Greece is unable to handle the situation; the asylum system has collapsed. Many refugees 
therefore move onwards across the Balkans to and through Hungary. Also in Italy the trend of 
very high number of arrivals continues. 67 500 refugees and migrants, most of them from 
Eritrea, arrived so far in 2015. In the light of these developments, the rapporteur suggests 
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sending a clear signal to the Council that more solidarity is needed. Europe must address the 
rapidly evolving needs and the fact that an increasing proportion of arrivals is now taking 
place in Greece. The number of people relocated from Greece and Italy to other Member 
States should therefore be increased to 50 000 as a minimum. 

Improving the quality of relocation is another core concern of the rapporteur. In this respect, 
there are important lessons to be learned from the EU's pilot project on relocation from Malta 
(EUREMA). First, it was not binding with the consequence that not even half of all Member 
States actually practiced solidarity with Malta by taking (generally very low numbers of) 
refugees. Secondly, the relocation project significantly underestimated the importance of 
preferences and information. Many refugees already have family, social or cultural ties to a 
certain Member State. They prefer to be relocated to a Member State where their relatives 
live, where a social community already exists or where the common language is one they 
speak as well. Taking such preferences into account systematically is key to successful 
relocation. It helps to accommodate the realities of people’s lives, reduces the incentive to 
move irregularly and enhances the prospects of integration. Refugees can integrate more 
easily if they already speak a language that is commonly spoken in the Member State or if 
they can rely on family or community support. It helps them to develop a sense of belonging 
to that Member State and effectively prevents secondary movement in a non-coercive way. 
Neither refugees have a right to choose their preferred Member State nor do Member States 
have a right to choose their preferred applicants. But their preferences should be taken into 
account to the extent possible. Information and consent are also crucial for successful 
relocation. In order to manage expectations effectively, refugees should have as much 
information as possible of what awaits them upon arrival in the Member State of relocation. 
To avoid secondary movement right from the start, they should also be relocated only if they 
give their consent to this decision. 

Emergency relocation is only a first, albeit important step for putting the principle of 
solidarity and fair sharing of responsibilities among all Member States into practice. The 
Commission designed emergency relocation as a temporary derogation from the Dublin 
Regulation. It is limited in both scope and time. In addition, it seriously curtails the rights of 
Parliament by excluding it from co-legislation. The Rapporteur therefore highly welcomes the 
announcement of the Commission in its Agenda on Migration to table a legislative proposal 
for a permanent relocation scheme, based on co-decision, by the end of 2015. In addition, she 
suggests that Parliament takes the initiative and table a legislative own-initiative report in case 
the Commission does not come forward with the respective proposal. 

Continuing with emergency measures would not only be inacceptable for Parliament as co-
legislator but it would also fall short of the reforms urgently needed to overcome the failure of 
the current Dublin system. The Dublin system has created unsustainable imbalances among 
Member States in both arrivals of refugees and migrants and their final destination. At its 
heart lies the use of coercion, including high human costs such as the detention of asylum 
seekers traumatised from war and persecution, while secondary movement continues to be 
significant. The Rapporteur therefore calls on the Commission to take into account fully the 
experience of the relocation measure, including the recognition of preferences, when 
undertaking its Dublin fitness-check announced for 2016. The refugee crisis is a huge 
challenge for Europe. Europe should address it by taking into account the lives and 
preferences of refugees instead of treating them simply as numbers. And Europe can only 
address it in an efficient way if Member States stand together firmly, based on the principle of 
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solidarity. 
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ANNEX: LETTER FROM THE COMMITTEE ON BUDGETS

D(2015)34431

Claude Moraes
Chair
LIBE Committee

Subject: Opinion of the Committee on Budgets concerning Council draft 
decision establishing provisional measures in the area of international 
protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece (COM(2015)0286 - C8-
0156/2015)

Dear Chair,

I am writing to you regarding the Council draft decision establishing provisional 
measures in the area of international protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece 
(COM(2015)0286 - C8-0156/2015) on which Parliament is consulted with the 
Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs as lead committee.

This proposal entails additional costs for the EU budget for a total amount of 
EUR 240 000 000 over two years, and the Committee on Budgets had therefore 
requested an opinion in accordance with Rule 53 of the Rules of Procedure. However, 
given the time constraints due to the fact that the draft proposal has been made in the 
context of an emergency situation arising at the EU's southern borders the Committee on 
Budgets has accepted to write a simple letter in order to enable the Committee on Civil 
Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs to carry out its work swiftly.

The draft Decision is backed by the corresponding proposal by the European 
Commission, in its Draft Budget 2016, to include an amount of EUR 150 million 
commitment appropriations under the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF). 
No payment appropriations are requested in 2016. As this extra expenditure results in 
exceeding by EUR 124 million the ceiling for heading 3, the Commission has also 
proposed the Mobilisation of the Flexibility Instrument accordingly (2015/2126(BUD)).

Against this background and after consulting the coordinators, the Committee on 
Budgets calls on the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs to take the 
following into consideration when adopting its report:

As already highlighted in the draft report on the mandate for the trilogue on the 2016 
draft budget, the Committee on Budgets welcomes the Commission's European Agenda 
on Migration and reiterates its backing for the enhancement of the EU's means and the 
development of a culture of fair responsibility-sharing and solidarity in the areas of 
asylum, migration and the management of external borders. In this context the 
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Committee on Budgets supports the Commission proposal to mobilise the Flexibility 
Instrument in the 2016 budget in order to finance the provisional measures in the area of 
international protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece, although the final amount 
and scope of such a mobilisation may have to be adjusted on the basis of the outcome of 
the budgetary procedure. The Committee on Budgets does however underline the need 
for strict control of the destination of these funds in order to make sure they reach their 
intended purposes.

The Committee on Budgets notes that the proposal entails the use of lump sums 
(EUR 6 000 per applicant for international protection) to the benefit of the Member 
States that relocate applicants and is therefore a measure of both responsibility-sharing 
and financial solidarity, drawing from Article 18 of the AMIF legal base (Regulation 
(EU) No 516/2014).

The Committee on Budgets does however query if the proposed funding will be 
sufficient to respond to the current migration trends in the Mediterranean. In addition to 
the relocation scheme, it points to possible reinforcements of the relevant programmes in 
heading 3 (AMIF, Internal Security Fund) and of the relevant agencies both in terms of 
budget and staff in order for them to cope with their increased responsibilities. It also 
suggests developing the external dimension of the Agenda on Migration by considering 
initiatives (and corresponding reinforcements) under heading 4 in the areas of 
neighbourhood, development, humanitarian aid, stability and peace, etc. It also recalls 
that the Emergency Aid Reserve can be mobilised during the budgetary year for specific 
aid requirements of third countries inter alia for situations of particular pressure resulting 
from migratory flows at the Union's external borders.

Nevertheless, the Committee is of the opinion that, in the current geopolitical situation, 
notably owing to the increasing pressure of migration flows, the level of the ceilings set 
for heading 3, which is by far the smallest heading of the multiannual financial 
framework (MFF), might be outdated and should be addressed in the context of the 
upcoming MFF revision.

Finally I take this opportunity to underline that the Committee on Budgets will keep 
cooperating closely with the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs on 
that matter and looks forward to the budgetary amendments to be tabled by the LIBE 
Committee in the framework of the budgetary procedure. 

Yours sincerely, 

Jean Arthuis
[signed] 
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